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General Comments This paper addresses the important question of the consequences
of anthropogenic warming on global precipitation. Following Lovejoy et al 2017 (incor-
rectly cited as Lovejoy et al 2018), the author uses the cross-correlations of fluctuations
to show that there is a relatively abrupt transition from weak to strong correlations with
a transition at scales of around 1-2 years. He applies and develops this idea to quan-
tities related to the precipitation energy budget. He thus clarifies the variables that
become correlated with precipitation and the time scales at which this occurs.
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Without such clarity about the appropriate time scales, any relationships between vari-
ables will be either questionable or spurious. Systematic approaches such as those
presented here are therefore urgently needed; this paper has the potential of being a
major contribution to the field.

To date, a technical issue that is important in the macroweather regime has prevented
clarity. The macroweather regime covers roughly the lifetime of planetary structures
(≈10 days) and continues up until scales dominated by anthropogenic warming – i.e.
up to the climate scales (currently at 20- 30 years for the temperature, a little longer
for precipitation). In the climate regime, fluctuations begin to increase rather than de-
crease with scale. It is the ill-appreciated fact that standard correlation analyses suffer
from low frequency biases due to the climate variability. The mathematical issue is
that when fluctuations increase with scale – as they do in the climate regime - then
correlation functions have low frequency divergences. It would be worthwhile for the
author to mention this since this motivates his avoidance of the problem by the use of
fluctuations.

In order to determine the fluctuations and their correlations, the author uses detrended
cross-correlation analysis (DCCA). The DCCA is an adaptation of the detrended fluc-
tuation analysis (DFA) technique and suffers from the same drawbacks and limitations.
These are unfortunate consequences of its ad hoc nature: the fluctuations in the DFA
and DCCA are defined in an unnecessarily obscure and complex-to-analyze manner
(in terms of RMS residuals from polynomial regressions to the running sum of the orig-
inal series). The resulting obscure definition leads to an inability to fully exploit the
information contained in the fluctuations. For example, typical published DFA analyses
do not even bother to put units on their fluctuation function because the function has
no simple meaning! Only slopes to lines on log-log plots are considered interesting
so that almost all the information contained in the fluctuations themselves is effectively
discarded.

In the present paper, there is a similar waste of information: only the correlation co-
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efficients at different time scales are given. The obscure meaning of his fluctuations
prevents the author from directly making statements about the coefficients of the linear
relations that are obtained at each time scale. This is a pity. If the author had used
Haar fluctuations (simply the difference of the averages of the data over the first and
second halves of an interval), the interpretation would have been nearly trivial. The
author could have fixed the time scale and then, at that scale, display meaningful and
insightful scatter plots of fluctuations of one quantity against another including linear
(or other) regression relationships. By comparing plots at say ∆t = 1 month, 1 year,
10 years, one could then visually notice that the regression lines tighten up at larger
∆t and one could directly note the physically significant slopes at the longer (highly
correlated) scales. One could then use standard statistical goodness of fit criteria and
uncertainty estimates for the resulting regressions (correlation coefficients are not op-
timal for uncertainty analyses). Another advantage is that the author could also use
multiple regression - simultaneously between fluctuations of several variables. At the
moment, he is forced to make a series of awkward sequential tests of fluctuation pairs,
trying to find the most significant relationships.

While the author’s main conclusions are likely to be similar, the resulting paper would
be more accessible and convincing. At the moment, most atmospheric science readers
will simply see the DCCA as a “black box” and fail to appreciate its significance.

My appreciation "major revision" is given only in order to encourage the author to make
further improvements so that his paper will have greater impact.

Detailed comments: 1) The number of acronyms was enormous and I was constantly
searching through the text to remind myself of the more obscure ones. Perhaps the
author could provide a convenient table for this purpose? 2) The fGn simulation is ob-
tained by filtering Gaussian white noise. In principle this is fine, but there are potential
high and low frequency numerical issues and it would probably worth using a packaged
routine (available now on a number of platforms).
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-Shaun Lovejoy

Interactive comment on Earth Syst. Dynam. Discuss., https://doi.org/10.5194/esd-2018-70,
2018.
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